SAVORY
LAMB PIE

11

Some of the first pies in the Americas were made in the early
1600s in the West Indies, where traditional British meat pies
were fused with local and imported ingredients.

CHICKEN POT PIE

10

Chicken pot pie originated with the ancient Greeks, they used
an inedible crust to preserve the contents and removed the top
crust like a lid. Luckily for us, Pots & Pans Pie Co. designed this
pie with a deliciously edible crust.

POTATO EMPANADA

8

Traveling along with the Spanish and Portuguese to the New
World, the empanada is now a staple in South American and
Filipino cultures.

SWEET
OUR SIGNATURE AMERICAN APPLE PIE

The history of pie is ancient,
complex, and revealing. Like
most foods that have migrated
around the world, pies reflect
cultures that have traveled,
cultures that were marginalized,
and cultures that have
blended together.
Our generously sized individual
pies are prepared to order,
using fresh local ingredients.
We are proud to showcase the
collaborative baking talents of
Gallery Pastry Shop and
Pots & Pans Pie Co.

9

American as...apple pie? The iconic phrase, which came to
represent American prosperity in the 1900s, doesn't quite pass a
fact check. Apple pie was invented and popularized in Western
Europe a few hundred years before the birth of the U.S. Can this
symbol of wholesome deliciousness be considered American if
none of its ingredients are indigenous to the continent? Butter,
lard, wheat flour, sugar, cinnamon, allspice, vanilla, and nutmeg
are all imports, just like most Americans today—so maybe
apple pie is more and less American than we think.

HOOSIER SUGAR CREAM PIE

8

Indiana’s official state pie originated in Amish and Shaker
communities and is created here with the perfect balance of
humility and elegance, in collaboration with Gallery Pastry Shop.

VEGAN DAILY PIE

9

Ask your server about our vegan daily pie to learn more about
what Emma has been baking for you today!

ADD-ONS
2
2
2

Vanilla Ice Cream Scoop
Vegan Vanilla Scoop
Fresh Whipped Cream

DRINKS
BOTTOMLESS COFFEE CUP

3

Roasted in collaboration with Hubbard & Cravens, our
Pop Up: Pie coffee is the perfect companion to our Signature
American Apple Pie.

SHAKE
A classic, and sharable, pairing for pie, our milkshakes are
hand-made and served with a cherry on top.
Classic Vanilla
Vegan Vanilla
Brandy Alexander
Bourbon Shake

7
7
12
12

BOURBON & BRANDY
These selected spirits are served however you like: up, neat, on
the rocks, or in a shake!

TAKE HOME THE POP-UP GOODNESS
Ask your server for availability and
pricing on take-home pies and coffee.

Town Branch Bourbon
Bardstown Fusion Bourbon
Old Hamer Straight Bourbon

12
10
8

Hine Rare VSOP Cognac
St. George Pear Brandy
Huber Winery Apple Brandy

12
10
8

